Anchor Industries Suspension Strut Mounts are specifically engineered and manufactured to meet or exceed OEM standards to ensure perfect fit and function. All bearings also meet OEM specifications and only premium elastomer rubber materials are used to guarantee dependable performance and durability.

We only supply left and right precision fit mounting kits to maintain true OEM performance. Don’t settle for competitive universal fit mounting kits which can cause steering tracking problems down the road.

Over 450 part numbers available provide complete market coverage including Domestic, Asian & European applications.

**Key Features & Benefits**

**Feature:** Rubber is heat-bonded to steel  
**Benefit:** Superior bond strength and durability

**Feature:** Premium elastomer rubber material are used  
**Benefit:** Precise steering response

**Feature:** E-coated and zinc plated  
**Benefit:** Prevent premature oxidation for longer life

**Feature:** All mounts include complete mounting hardware  
**Benefit:** No need to reuse old fatigued parts

**Competitively Priced For Maximum Profit!**